In tha theory of optimal control, very frequently there appears the problem of solving a system of ordinary differential equations of second order with deviated arguments. This problem is of great importance for many branches of this theory. Therefore it has been dealt with by many authors. A large number of references can be found e.g. in [3j and [8]. This paper is a generalization of [4] . We consider a system of ordinary differential equations of second order with deviated arguments (1), similarly to the way it was done in [5]» but with one difference. Namely, our boundary value conditions are different from those of [5] wbejre authors supposed that initial functions were given. Here, together with equation (1) we shall consider a linear two point boundary value condition. A similar condition was considered in [2] p. 50. In this note initial functions, which authors of paper [5] supposed to be given, are constructed in order that the solution of system (1) fulfil condition (4). We shall prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (1), (4) in certain interval provided that this interval is small. This task is more general than that from paper [1] , where the arguments were not deviated. This, however, does not yield better results.
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Consider the system of ordinary differential equations of second order with deviated arguments -77 -J.Kallnowskl x"(t) = f(t t x(w.,(t)) ,...,x(w k (t)),x , (w 1 (t)) ,...,x'(w k (t)) ,
x"(w.,(t)) x "(w k (t))) , where xe.R m , teD = -«> < a 1 < ag < oo, and f = (f,...,f m ) is mapping of the type The function on the right-hand side of the above equation is the image of the function x under the operation f. We shall denote it simply by f[x], while the value of this function at a point t will be denoted by f [x](t).
In the whole paper, the symbols I • I and || • || will denote the absolute value and a certain norm in the space R 115 , respectively. For a continuous function x,,defined in D,value of which lie in R™, we introduce the norm
Let t^e D (i = 1,2) and t 1 < We shall seek solutions of the system (1) in interval D in the class of continuous functions with derivatives up to second order. Each of these solutions should satisfy the conditions -78 -
aQxit.j) + a^x' (t.j ) +ct 2 x"(t 1 ) = r., y3 Q x(t 2 ; +y3 1 x'(t 2 ) + /8 2 x"(t 2 ) = r 2 "
where c^, Aj e R, (jj = 0,1,2),, xitjj), x'it^), x"(t i ), r^E 11 for i = 1,2. Moreover, assume that
Relation (5) is true e.g. for the Cauchy condition and for the two-point boundary condition of the first kind, Now, we \shall prove some lemmas. Lemma 1. Let the functions w^ (i = 1,2,...,k) of the type (3) be continuous and letithe function f be of type (2) and uniformly Lipschitz (6) 
with non-negativ constants p if p.^, p i (i = 1,2,...,k). Then, the following inequality holds
where the function Q is defined as follows 
Proof.
Since the function f is uniformly Lipschitz, we-have
Further, making use of the definition of the norm, we obtain
Using relation (3) for functions w^, i = 1,2,.'..,k and definition (7), we get
which completes the proof of the lemma. Proof. Using p times the elementary inequality for the norm of an integral we obtain the assertion from Lemma 1. 
-81 - Inserting (9), (12) and (13) to (4) we get a system of equations with unknown vectors A[xJ and B[xJ , the solution of which is expressed by formulae (10) and (11). Assumption (5) is neoessary for the existence of a unique solution to the mentioned system. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Under the assumptions of Lemma 3, the following inequality holds
where A[xJ is defined by formula (10) for uniformly Lipschitz function f and the constant C 1 is defined by the formula
Proof. Using (10) and properties of the norm we obtain the inequality
Wow, the properties of the function "max" and Lemma 2 for oases p -1 and p = 2 yield the assertion. Proof. Using (9) and the properties of norm we have
Low, in view of Lemmas 4 and 5 together with Lemma 2 in case p = 2, we obtain the assertion.
Lemma.
7 .
Under the assumptions of Lemma 6 the following inequality holds In the proof one makes use of definitions (13) and (8) and the properties of norm. Now, we pass to the main theorem of this paper. The problem (1), (4) will be solved with the help of the method of successive approximations. The constructive proof of this theorem makes it possible to apply this method to solving the problem numerically with the use of computers. Theorem 1. Let the continuous functions w^, i = 1,2,...,k, t 6 D, be of form (3) and let the func.tion f of the type (2) fulfil Lipschitz condition (6) with non-negativ constants p^, p^, p^, i = 1,2,...,k, which satisfy the inequality x n = HI x n * x n-11
x n = Hl x n " x k-ll *n = HI x n " x n-ll for n = 1,2,... 
are convergent,and after applying inequality (37) and the comparative criterion for convergence we conclude that the series (41) £ 2 lf g^ and
are also convergent. Applying the comparative criterion once more and using (33) we obtain the convergence of the norm series Vectors (26) and (27) 
Thè system of equations (42) - (44) is equivalent to the system (1), (4) . The function x from the system (42) - (44) satisfies the boundary condition (4) oecause the pointwise convergence of the functional sequence {x Q } follows from its uniform convergence, in particular at the points t^, i = 1,2. This means that the function defined by formula (42) is a solution of boundary value problem (-1), (4).
Wow we shall prove the uniqueness of this solution. Suppose' the contrary, i.e. that there exist two different solutions x and x together with the corresponding vectors A, B, A, B to the problem (1), (4) , and that these solutions are both of P _ the class C in D. Functions x and x must fulfil equation (42). Thus, they satisfy the assumptions of Lemmas 6, 7 and 8. Hence we obtain the inequalities In view of (23), inequality (51) is fulfilled only for x = x'= = x" = 0, which means that solutions x and x are the same. The estimations (24) follow from the-formula (8.3.8) of the mentioned handbook [6] .
This completes the proof of our theorem. The existence and uniqueness_theorem may be obtained as a corollary to Theorem 1 by taking k = 1 and w^(t) = t. The analoguous theorem may also be obtained under weaker assumptions. x" (t) = f(t,x(t),x'(t))
